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INSTRUMENTAL INTRO 

 

TAMMY 

On Friday nights 

My friends and I like to go out bowling 

Throwing strikes gets us so hype 

We would make a great team 

  

Oh a team, if we started a team 

That couldn’t be beat 

Oh a dream it would be if we 

Won a tournament trophy 

  

All the good things that come from our time out bowling 

Are the benefits that will be flowing 

  

Oh the benefits like throwing strikes and exercise 

We could wear cool uniforms and take home a sweet prize 

 

I’ll add up all the benefits that will maximize my happiness 

If the benefits are endless, bowling with my friends will lead to success 

  

MEGAN 



Your choice to start a bowling team 

Will bring the benefits you dream 

But your choice cannot 

Ignore the likely costs 

  

Make a list of all the benefits 

Then dish out all the negatives 

If there are less expenses than wishes 

Your choice is a good decision 

 

BOOTSY BRIDGE 1 (Instrumental) 

  

TIMMY 

I’ll help you call out all the costs of fun and bowling 

Bowling means less time at home 

Less time for watching TV 

 

Oh the cost of bowling weekly would take a lot of money 

We’d have to pay for passes to get into the alley 

 

Ordering our bowling team new shoes and uniforms 

Will use up our allowance that we earned doing our chores 

  

Oh the strength and energy bowling takes from our bodies 

We will need recoveries to restore our abilities 

 



Let’s subtract out all the negatives 

That reduce our total happiness 

If the negatives are endless 

Bowling with our friends will cause too much stress 

  

MEGAN 

Your choice to start a bowling team 

Will bring the benefits you dream 

But your choice cannot 

Ignore the likely costs 

Make a list of all the benefits 

Then dish out all the negatives 

If there are less expenses than wishes 

Your choice is a good decision 

  

BOOTSY BRIDGE 2 (Instrumental) 

 

TAMMY 

We have a choice 

A team to join 

But do the negatives 

Give us net happiness 

 

We’d have uniforms 

We could throw strikes 

Winning a trophy 

A big cash prize 

TIMMY 

We will enjoy 

We would score points 

Oh and the benefits 

Oh happiness 

 

And we’d have chores 

Bowling has a price 

Costs a pass to the alley 

Takes practice time 



 

  

BOOTSY BRIDGE 3 (Instrumental) 

 

TIMMY & TAMMY 

Our choice to start a bowling team 

Will bring the benefits we dream 

But our choice does not 

Ignore the likely costs 

  

We made a list of all the benefits 

And dished out all the negatives 

If there are less expenses than wishes 

Our choice is a good decision! 

 

  

 

 


